




Both Khouri and Matthews pointed out 
that Flotex has been serving on Mount 

Carmel floors for nearly two decades 
without significant stains, despite spills 
of food, ink and body fluids over the 

years. The Home recently invested in 
flooring longevity by adding Forbo 

Coral entrance matting at its entryways, 
which cuts down on the moisture, dirt 

and wear that commonly occurs at 

building entrances. "We hope to keep 
the floors in service for a long time 

to come. If our past experience with 
Flotex is any indication, that won't be a 

difficult thing to do;' Khouri said. 
"If we had to switch from Flotex to 

something else, I sure wouldn't like 

that;' added Matthews. "The residents 
like it just the way it is, and so do I:' 

Ten top reasons to choose Flotex flooring for your facility: 

1. Durable - resists crushing and matting
due to 70 million upright nylon 6.6
fibers per M2.

2. Easy to clean -dense, upright fibers
allow dirt to be easily removed by
vacuuming, with no loops or
twists to trap dirt.

3. Soil and stain resistant-most stains
and spills can easily be removed,
including permanent marker.

4. Slip resistant wet and dry- provides
safety and minimizes liability from slips
and falls.

5. Hygienic -Flotex is a supplement to,
and not a substitute for, standard
infection control practices, and has
been shown to reduce microbial
contamination based on Independent
Laboratory Testing.

6. Closed cell cushion backing -
comfortable and quiet underfoot. 100%
waterproof.

* Coral loose lay Mats not included 

7. Acoustics- Sound Absorption (20dB)
and Impact Sound Transmission
(flooring/ceiling) of IIC 59 for tile and IIC
57 for sheet.

8. Eliminates odors- Does not allow
moisture to penetrate and fester
between the primary and secondary
backings as can be the case with
traditional carpet.

9. Improved indoor air quality-
dirt and allergens are easily removed by
vacuuming. Flotex is the only textile
flooring material awarded the British
Allergy Foundation's Seal of Approval.
Does not contain harmful VOC's.

10. Design-warm, stylish aesthetics
available in sheet and tile. Flexibility
to create custom designs.

"If we had to switch from 

Flotex to something else, 

I sure wouldn't like that... 

the residents like it... 

and so do!" 

Ricky Matthews 

Maintenance Professional 
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